Victory Christian School Dress Code Update
September 1, 2017

!

As you may have heard from your child(ren), we are diligently working to communicate
to our student body that our Dress Code will be consistently enforced this year. We
realize that this may be a change from what has historically been the experience for
our students, so we’ve implemented a system of checking dress code this week with
only verbal warnings. Beginning on Tuesday, stated consequences including a referral
to the Dean’s or Principal’s Office, in-house suspension, requiring a change of clothing,
and/or dismissal from campus will be implemented. Please note that we are not using
the school uniform to define a Christian heart or even what is acceptable to wear
outside of school, only enforcing what has been set as the VCS Dress Code. To offer
some clarity on what we have seen as the majority of infractions, please refer to the
pictures below:

!

Girl’s pants:

YES!!

(All shown in khaki, because it’s easier to see the fit. Black and navy are
still acceptable.)

NO…(Note how they are form fitting on the entire leg,
or look more like denim.)

!

!

Girl’s Skirt Length: No more than a dollar bill’s width (2 ½”) above the top of the
knee. We are doing this by sight for now (and are typically erring in the girl’s
favor), but if we are having to question the length, it’s probably too short. This
applies to the front and the back length.

!

Shirt Colors: Please refer to our Dress Code for this year and use the color
pictures as your guide. The only variations that are being allowed are the polos
within the blue family. Anything between the light blue and the navy is being
accepted. This does not include teal or turquoise colors. Also, with the polos,
we are allowing shirts with subtle heathering. Button down oxford shirts are only
allowed in the traditional light pink, light blue, light yellow, or white.

!

Boys’ Pants and Shorts: Jogger pants (those with elastic around the ankles) and
cargo styles (pockets on the side) are not to be worn.

!
!

Please let us know if you have any questions. We are here to serve you, and our
intent is to lead our students in accountability.

